**HEALTH AND BODY ZONE**
Make an appointment with body experts to pot viruses on a lung cell pool table, make brain hats, or steer a car with your eyes.

**FUTURES ZONE**
Take a journey around the future with Imperial’s student entrepreneurs who are building tomorrow’s technology with today’s research.

**ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENT ZONE**
Discover research working to understand and address climate change and the damage being done to the environment on a global scale.

**INNOVATION ZONE**
From recycled cardboard furniture to new intelligent food labels that tell you when that lasagne is really off, meet our alumni innovators as they show off their latest inventions.

**ROBOT ZONE**
Meet Imperial’s robot family that could change our daily lives. Operate next generation drones, design your own 3D robotic bug and converse with our intelligent information kiosk.

**HEALTH AND BODY ZONE**
Take a journey into the world of superbugs. Learn to tell good bacteria from bad and play fungal space invaders before facing off against Earth’s more dangerous microorganisms.

**DISCOVER ZONE**
Explore the Festival’s most creative, interactive and fun exhibits inside our grand marquee where you can play laser chess, watch a live fire tornado or lay down under the stars.

**SUPERBUGS ZONE**
Take a journey into the world of superbugs. Learn to tell good bacteria from bad and play fungal space invaders before facing off against Earth’s more dangerous microorganisms.

**CONTEMPLATION ZONE**
Take time out from the Festival madness to reflect on what you’ve seen with a series of exhibits to stimulate the mind and senses.

**FOOD ZONE**
What’s for dinner tonight? How about in 50 years’ time? Join a mouth-watering, interactive journey from farm to fork, to find out about how new science could change how and what we eat.

**KIDS EXPLORE ZONE**
Come and explore the world of hands-on science. If you have ever wondered about the physics of sweets or the chemistry of polymers you will love our activities designed for all ages.

**ALUMNI ZONE**
An exclusive area for Imperial alumni. Connect with fellow graduates over free refreshments, claim your exclusive giveaway, sign up for alumni only tours and make new Imperial memories.

**Dive in and explore!**
With so much to discover at Imperial Festival, here is a handy guide to what you can find where as you navigate yourself around our Campus.